PEDICURE & MANICURE SERVICE
1. BASIC MANICURE $15.00
Nail trimming and shaping, cuticle grooming, buffing, a lotion massage, and finished with
your choice of color.
2. GELISH/SHELLAC MANICURE $30.00
A hybrid product that applies like polish but does not chip, last up to two weeks and best
of all no need for drying time! Provide a strong natural nail protection with a shiny finish.
3. SPA PEDICURE $27.00 ( Gel Colors additional $40.00 )
We provide service such as nails trimming, shaping, cuticle grooming, and buffing, callus
removal, Sugar Scrub to remove your dead skin, hot towel and massage with lotion, then
a finish with beautiful polish.
4. DELUXE PEARL SPA PEDICURE $45.00
Our most intensive Spa Pedicure is enhances with Mother of Pearl Powder. Mother of
Pearl Powder is a finely milled powder from quality fresh water pearls. It is naturally
compatibles and is easily absorbed by the skin and the body. Proven safe to ingest and
apply to skin directly. Relaxing with long massage, hot towels Wraps following by
finishing lotion and polish color of your choice.
- Spa Pedicure – Manicure Combo
$38.00
- Polish change on hand
$10.00
- Polish change on feet
$13.00
- Polish change ( hand ) French
$12.00
- Polish change ( feet ) French
$15.00
- Nail Design
$5.00 & up
- Nail Repair
$4.00 & up
- Take Off
$15.00
KID UNDER 12 YEARS OLD - Free Design
Basic Manicure
Spa Pedicure
Polish change on hand
Polish change on feet
- Gel Colors additional

$15.00
$26.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

NAIL ENHANCEMENT
ACRYLIC is the durable form of nail enhancement, recommended for those with naturally
weak and brittle nails, Popular, and one of the hardest form of enhancement due to its
durability and low maintenance.
ACRYLIC FULL SET
ACRYLIC FILL
- Gel Colors additional

$30.00
$20.00
$15.00

PINK AND WHITE ACRYLIC also knew as the permanent French or “two tones” is the most
popular look among women. It is classis, clean, shiny, and ready to go without having to dry,
with no worries of polish wearing off. Its non-yellowing formula is done in a double process
with white powder for the free edge and pink powder for nail bed.
PINK & WHITE FULL SET
FILL IN PINK & WHITE
PINK FILL ONLY

$50.00
$38.00
$25.00

UV GEL is a great coating over natural or acrylic nails. The gel coating keeps your nails shiny
and natural without polish. It is recommended those who constantly work with their hands
and don’t want to worry about their shine fading.
GEL POWDER FULL SET
GEL POWDER FILL
- Gel Colors additional

$40.00
$30.00
$10.00

HEALTHY NAILS - Dipping Powder
Free to create strong and durable nails, and provides a natural and comfortable feeling. It’s
stronger than acrylic, silk and fiberglass yet extraordinary lightweight and transparent. Most
importantly, healthy Nails 2k is harmless to the nail bed and non-yellowing.
DIPPING POWDER COLOR
DIPPING POWDER FRENCH TIP

$40.00
$45.00

